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Tired of the endless juggle between bookings, policies, and reports?  
YOUR.CT powered by Concur is your ally, making business travel straightforward and stress-free.

YOUR.CT & Concur:  
Where tech meets travel
(and they get along great!)

YOUR.CT powered by Concur:  
Making business travel feel less like work and more like adventure.  
 
Ready to take off? 

Book a Demo

• Easy does it: Concur-powered bookings that just ‘get’ you.

• Fare finder: Access low-cost, scheduled, and negotiated fares.

• Policy pals: Options that fit your rules, effortlessly.

Booking - Click. Pack. Fly. Repeat.

• See clearly: Compliance and savings, no magnifying glass needed.

• Savings in sight: Spot ways to keep budgets happy.

• Smart moves: Benchmark reports for smart decision-making.

Reports - Insights with less ‘Yawn’ and more ‘Yay!’

• Rest easy: Knowing your team’s where they should be, safely.

• Risk radar: Leverage itinerary details to offer proactive guidance 
on destination risks.

• Traveller well-being at a glance: By reviewing itineraries, travel 
managers can swiftly grasp the toll of demanding travel factors, 
like red-eye flights and lengthy stays away from home.

Traveller Tracking – Keeping tabs without being creepy

• Straight through: Requests and approvals, minus the wait. 

• Cut the back-and-forth: Because your time’s too valuable.

• Happy teams: Save time for both requesters and approvers.

Approve & Request - Say goodbye to email ping pong

• One-time entry for traveller details.

• Your way, always: Passport, frequent flyer, and dietary preferences.

• Quick clicks: Simplify booking with saved profiles.

Profile Management - We remember so you don’t have to

• All Concur, no compromise: Desktop power, anywhere you are.

• Stay agile: Book, manage, and keep tabs, on-the-fly.

• Speedy changes: Modify your itinerary on the go.

Concur Mobile App - Desktop power, pocket size

Reporting

Corporate Traveller’s reporting is fuelled by market leader 
Microsoft Power BI, an intuitive, powerful tool to meet the 
ever-changing needs of your travel program. Power BI’s 
advanced analytics make it simple to see what’s happening in 
your travel program. That way, you can make informed 
decisions using your data, for your people, the planet, and profit.

Make it simple to make the best decisions for 
your people, the planet, and profit.

Here’s what you can expect:

Best-in-class artificial intelligence for powerful, predictive 
insights to optimise decision making. No more pouring 
through endless spreadsheets or waiting on reports. 

Vibrant, interactive visuals making it simple to understand data 
and take action on insights.

Enhanced data security for peace of mind with improved data governance and built-in data loss prevention. 

Everything in one place so no link-hunting - your travel program data is consolidated

Self-service insights to get exactly what you need, when you need it. 

Check out the reports that our customer love!

People: Traveller Tracking, Traveller Insights , Booking Insights 
used to ensure traveller wellbeing and enable action on booking trends

Planet: CO2 Air, CO2 Hotel. 
Provide the metrics you need to make 
the most sustainable travel decisions. 

Profit: Executive Summary, Credits on Hold, Air, 
Hotel, & Car Insights. Provide insights to help you make
financially informed decisions
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https://www.corporatetraveller.co.za/technology

